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Abstract—Web mining is to discover and extract useful
Information. Different users may have different search goals when
they search by giving queries and submitting it to a search engine.
The inference and analysis of user search goals can be very useful for
providing an experience result for a user search query. In this project,
we propose a novel approach to infer user search goals by analyzing
search web logs. First, we propose a novel approach to infer user
search goals by analyzing search engine query logs, the feedback
sessions are constructed from user click-through logs and it
efficiently reflect the information needed for users. Second we
propose a preprocessing technique to clean the unnecessary data’s
from web log file (feedback session). Third we propose a technique
to generate pseudo-documents to representation of feedback sessions
for clustering. Finally we implement k-medoids clustering algorithm
to discover different user search goals and to provide a more optimal
result for a search query based on feedback sessions for the user.

Keywords—Data Preprocessing, Session Identification, Web log
mining, Web Personalization.
I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE WW as a huge and dynamic information source is a
Productive ground for data mining principles or Web
Mining. Data mining is the study of data-driven techniques to
discover patterns in large volumes of raw data. Web mining
can be referred as the transformation of the data mining
techniques to web data. Web mining is primarily aimed at
deriving actionable knowledge from the Web through the
application of various data mining techniques [1]-[17]. Web
mining has three distinct phases involved – content, structure
and usage mining of web data. Mining the content involves
extracting the relevant information, structure mining studies
the structure and prototype and usage mining is the analysis of
the discovered patterns. Web usage mining (WUM) is all
about identifying user browsing patterns over WWW, with the
aid of knowledge acquired from web logs. The outcomes of
the WUM can be used in web personalization, improving the
performance of the system, modification of the site, business
intelligence, usage characterization etc. Web Usage Mining is
the discovery of user access patterns from Web server access
logs [4].
A. Web Mining
Web mining is the application of data mining techniques to
extract knowledge from Web data including Web documents,
hyperlinks between one document to another document and
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usage logs of web sites [2]. A common taxonomy of web
mining defines three main research lines:
1. Web content mining (WCM)
2. Web structure mining (WSM)
3. Web usage mining (WUM)
B. Web Content Mining
Web content mining (WCM) is the process to discover
useful information from the content of a web page [15].
Basically, the Web content consists (WCM) of several types
of data such as textual, image, audio, video, metadata as well
as hyperlinks.
C. Web Structure Mining
Web Structure Mining (WSM) is the process of inferring
knowledge from the World Wide Web organization and links
between references and referents in the Web. The structure of
a typical web graph consists of web pages as nodes and
hyperlinks as edges connecting related pages [6]. Web
Structure mining (WUM) is the process of using graph theory
to analyze the node and connection structure of a web site.
D. Web Usage Mining
Web Usage mining (WUM) is the application of data
mining techniques to discover usage patterns from web data.
Data is usually collected from web log, e.g. web/proxy server
logs, user queries, registration data. Usage mining tools
discover and predict user behavior, in order to help the
designer to improve the web site, to attract visitors, or to give
regular users a personalized and adaptive service. In this paper
we use the Web usage mining (WUM) data for the Discovery
of meaningful patterns from data generated by client-server
transactions for one or more Web localities. Analyzing and
exploring regularities in Weblog records (consist of URL’s,
click sequence and etc.) for electronic commerce, enhance the
quality and delivery of internet information services to the end
user, and improve Web server system performance. Web
mining studies analyzes and reveals useful information from
the Web [5]. Web mining is a term used for applying data
mining techniques to Web access logs.
E. Web Log Records
Based on the Weblog records, we have to construct the
feedback session. Because Weblog data provide information
about what kind of users will access what kind of Web pages.
This session consists of URL’s and click sequence and it focus
on user search goals [16]. Only using a feedback session we
do not understand the user search goals exactly.
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II. RELATED WORK
A Log Data Preprocessor for mining Web browsing patterns
[3], author develops a tool LODAP for the preprocessing of
web log file. The developed Tool provides report summary at
each step. It has there preprocessing steps.
Step1. In Data cleaning was performed based on access
method, status code, multimedia objects, and request
generated through robots.
Step2. In Data structuration, user sessions were identified
based on IP Address, maximum timeout and set of
resources within corresponding access time as given in
(1):
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S (i) = u (i), t (i), r (i)

#software: Microsoft Internet Information Server 7.5
#Version:1.0
#Date:2014-01-22 09:55:33
#Fields: date time cs-method cs-uri-stem c-ipsc-version scstatus example:
2014-01-13 5:34:11 GET/website/::1HTTP/1.1301
Fig. 1 Example for W3C log file format
::1—[20/feb/2014:11:02:44+05300
”GET/website/HTTP/1.1”200 1107

(1)

Step3. In Data filtering, least requested pages were removed
after defining threshold value.
For each resource r, total numbers of sessions NSiwere
calculated. Moreover, user defined threshold value ε, removes
the each request NSi< ε. LODAP tool supports the
preprocessing steps along with reports facility at each level of
preprocessing in the form of data summarization.
We come to the conclusion that it is a good effort by
authors to support their work by proper MS Access based tool.
In summing up it can be said that if authors were able to
perform some sort of classification through LODAP, it would
be an effective tool for preprocessing of Web usage mining.
Preprocessing step is complex and laborious task
In this paper authors proposed two algorithms, first
algorithm is to read the log file from any of the three given log
file formats and convert the log file data into a database.
Second algorithm is to filter out the all the un-interested
attributes of web log file [7], [8].
Only “URL” attributes was declared interested. Date, Time,
IP Address, and User Agent are some other useful attributes
were also dropped. By dropping out such important attributes,
the reliability of later phases of Web usage mining cannot be
secured. We come to the conclusion that proposed algorithms
for data cleaning and data filtering techniques are very weak
and needs to be modified.
There are three main types of web server log file formats to
capture the activities of user on web site. Log file act as health
monitor for the web sites and are the main source of user
access data and user feedback [11].
Web log file is a simple plain text file which records
information about each user, display of log files data in three
different forms namely, web server log formats namely
Common log file format (NCSA), Extended log format
(W3C), IIS log format.
W3C log format is default log file format on ASCII server.
Field are separated by space, time is recorded as GMT (Green
which Mean Time) [14]. It can be customized that is
administrator can add or remove fields depending on the web
server manager.
NCSA (National Centre for Supercomputing Application
Format) is to record basic information about the user request
such as user name, record host name, date, time, request type,
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HTTP status code and number of bytes send by server showed
in Fig. 2. NCSA is a fixed format, it cannot be changed.

Fig. 2 Example for NCSA log file format

IIS log file format IIS format is not customized, it is fixed
ASCII format. Fields are separated by comma, easy to read.
Time recorded in local time, it records more information than
NCSA format. IIS consist of Attributes which cannot be
modified.
::1, -, 1/25/2012, 9:57:42, W3SVC1, JAY-PC, ::1, 3,
965, 1153, 200, 0, POST, /WebSite/default.aspx, -,

Fig. 3 Example for ASCII log file format

Data clustering is the process of dividing data elements into
classes or clusters so that items in the same class are as similar
as possible, and items in different classes are as dissimilar as
possible [9]. Clustering are of different types, which is used
depends upon the needs [12]. Main three methods of
clustering are
i. Partitioning Methods
ii. Hierarchical Methods
iii. Density-based Methods
Depending on the nature of the data and the purpose for
which clustering is being used, different measures of similarity
may be used to place items into classes. After constructing the
pseudo-document the Web search results are restructured
based on the documents collection detail, and that pseudodocument is converted into groups using clustering algorithm.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this paper, we aim at discovering the number of diverse
user search goals for a query and depicting each goal with
some keywords automatically. First we propose of
preprocessing technique to clean the feedback session from
web log file to extract data without any error or unwanted
data. Second, we propose a novel optimization method to map
feedback sessions to pseudo-documents which can efficiently
reflect user information needs. At last, we cluster these
pseudo-documents to infer user search goals and depict them
with some keywords using K-medoids algorithm. Modules are
A. Capturing Feedback Sessions,
B. Preprocessing Feedback Session,
C. Building Pseudo-Documents,
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D. Clustering Pseudo-Documents.
A. Capturing Feedback Sessions
The feedback session is defined as the series of both clicked
and unclicked URLs and ends with the last URL that was
clicked in a session from user click-through logs [13]. A
session for web search is a series of successive queries to
satisfy a single information need and some clicked search
results.
For inferring user search goals it is more efficient to analyze
the feedback sessions than to analyze search results or clicked
URL's directly because there are different feedback sessions in
user click-through logs.
In our paper, we focus on inferring user search goals for a
particular query. The representation of feedback session is
based on number of clicks. In this project the feedback session
is based on a single session, although it can be extended to the
whole session.
B. Per-processing Web User Log
Preprocessing is a process of cleaning the unwanted and
erroneous data. In this project we used a preprocessing
technique applied on feedback session to cleaning and to
identify the users search goals based on users clicks.
Preprocessing involves four steps they are,
i. Data fusion
ii. Data cleaning
iii. Data summarization
iv. Data structuration.
C. Building Pseudo-Documents
We used pseudo-documents to infer user search goals.
Users have some unclear words for representing the interests.
They use these keywords to determine whether a document
can satisfy their needs. These keywords are known as "goal
texts". Goal texts can reflect user information needs; they are
hidden and not expressed explicitly. So, pseudo-documents are
used as surrogates to approximate goal texts.
Building pseudo-documents includes two steps
i. Representing the URL's in feedback session.
ii. Forming
pseudo-documents
based
on
URL
representations

preprocessing technique to remove noisy data’s. Noisy data
refers to error pages on web.
In those 3000 URL’s after applying preprocessing all other
URL’s result except mouse has been removed from the
dataset. At last we had 500 datasets for a single Query.
B. Clustering Algorithm
We applied a K-Medoids clustering algorithm to for clusters
based on three criteria they are Mickey Mouse, electrical
mouse and animal mouse. Steps involved in applying Kmedoids Clustering algorithm are
Input
K: the number of clusters
D: a data set containing n objects
Output: A set of k clusters Method:
1) Arbitrary choose k objects from D as representative
Objects (seeds)
2) Repeat
3) Assign each remaining object to the cluster with the
Nearest representative object
4) For each representative object Oj
5) Randomly select a non-representative object
Orandom
6) Compute the total cost S of swapping representative
object Oj with Orandom
7) if S<0 then replace Oj with Orandom
8) Until no change

C. Screenshots
The experimental result of our project is explained with
screen shots. We have done our experiment for queries like
computer mouse, animal mouse and mickey mouse. But we
have shown our screen shots results only for computer mouse,
in the same way we have implemented for animal mouse and
computer mouse too.
D. Screen Shot Description
Here we have given an explanation for each and every
screen shots. Search box page of our project is shown in Fig. 4
in which a query input is given and clicks search. It will
display dataset of that particular query before preprocessing is
shown in Fig. 4.

D. Clustering
Pseudo-documents are clustered by using k-medoids
clustering algorithm [10]. An optimal value will be determined
through the evaluation. After clustering of all pseudodocuments, each cluster is considered as one key word search
goal of a user.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT
We captured a data set from web log file using four systems
IP address collected over a period of two weeks. Mouse is a
key word which we chosen for our experiment.
A. Dataset Collection and Preprocessing
The dataset we have used is based on the users URL clicks.
Dataset consist on 3000 URL’s in which, we applied a
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Fig. 4 Search box
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Number of cluster formed with the dataset is shown in Fig.
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5.

Search result for Computer mouse which is clicked by the
user or a particular cluster is shown in Fig. 8

Fig. 8 Search Result for Computer mouse
Fig. 5 Clustered result for Computer mouse

V. CONCLUSION
Clustering result for the query entered by the user with all
attribute details are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Clustered result for Computer mouse

Result obtained for the search keyword after preprocessing
is shown in Fig. 7.

As the Web and its usage continues to grow, the
opportunity to analyze Web data and extract all useful
knowledge from it because very tedious. In the past five years
we have seen the emergence of Web mining as a rapidly
growing area, due to the efforts of the research community as
well as various organizations that are practicing it to bring
more thrust areas. In this project, we proposed a technique for
user search goals using feedback session and pseudo
document. First we captured a feedback session to analysis the
user search goal from the Weblog record and preprocessing
technique is applied on feedback session to clean the noise
data. It cannot provide the accurate result by directly creating
clusters. So we introduce a pseudo document to provide the
accurate results. Based on the pseudo document we
restructured the Web search results. Pseudo-document is the
initial step of clustering. We also used K-medoids clustering
Algorithm to cluster the users search goals. At last the web
users receive an expected and clustered result for a searched
query.
VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
In future we can implement the project for more number of
keywords and use some improved clustering algorithm which
creates a number of clusters themselves (automatically) based
on data set. We can use a criterion “Classified Average
Precision (CAP)” to evaluate the performance of inferring user
search goals. Experimental results can be presented using user
click-through logs from a commercial search engine to
validate the effectiveness of our proposed methods.

Method I
Method II
Method III

Fig. 7 Links obtained for Computer mouse
Our Method
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TABLE I
COMPARISON TABLE
Displays first 100 results
Displays recently viewed Url’s
Displays based on feedback Session through clicked url using
binary number.
Displays based on feedback session through clicked url using
number of clicks.
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